A Virtual Conversation with Robert W. Lee

All are invited to join this interactive event where we welcome Robert W. Lee, a local pastor who is a descendent of the infamous confederate general, Robert. E. Lee and author of A Sin By Any Other Name. Lee will discuss his personal experience growing up in North Carolina and his journey fighting for racial justice as an example for others.

**When:** Wednesday, October 7, 2020
12:00–1:00 pm

**Where:** Access WebEx by clinking this link at the time of the event
(password: wfbh)

This event is sponsored by the Wake Forest Baptist Health Office of Inclusion and Diversity, The Hospital Medicine JEDI (Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion) Committee, and the Wake Forest University Slavery Race and Memory Project.

**Questions?** Contact us at inclusiondiversity@wakehealth.edu